In this contribution, we investigate limitations of the minimum mean square error (MMSE) solution for subband adaptive equalisers due to aliasing and error in power complementarity. By deriving the Wiener sohtion for the subband equaliser and comparing it against simulations, we verify that aliasing caused in the subband decimation can be considered equivalent to channel noise. We disczws how these limitations can be mitigated by careful system design.
Introduction
Linear distortion in a communication channel caused by multi-path propagation and limited bandwidth leads to inter-symbol interference (1%) at the receiver, which in turn can result in a potentially considerable bit error probability in the detection 14. 
Subband Equaliser Structure
The schematic of a subband adaptive equaliser is shown in Fig. 2 if the filter bank system is PC, i.e. the filter characteristics such as shown in Fig. 3 yield a flat overall spectrum. Consequently, the finite stopband attenuation and inaccuracies of the filter banks are likely to introduce limitations for the AIMSE solution of a subband equaliser, which will be further explored in the following sections. Oversampled modulated filter banks with a decimation of N < K are used for subband adaptive equalisation such that aliasing is restricted to the stopband of the analysis filters and can therefore be conbrolled by appropriate filter bank design 161. Analysis filters hk [n] and synthesis filters gk(n] are derived from a real-valued lowpass prototype FIR filter p[n] by using a generalised discrete Fourier transform (GDFT, 171). An example of the characteristic of such an analysis filter bank is given in Fig. 3 .
In general there are two main criteria that should be taken into consideration in designing the filter banks. First, aliasing occurs as the filter bank output in Fig. 2 is decimated. Second, subband systems should have perfect reconstruction (PR) or near PR property such that the filter banks impose no or only a negligihle distortion on the overall system. The PR condition refers to a concatenation of an analysis and a synt.hesis filter bank resembling a perfect delay 181. If the alias level in the various subbands is low enough, PR is fulfilled
Wiener Solution
In this section, the Wiener solutions for fullband and subband equalisers will be presented where the latter is derived in order to investigate the effect of aliasing on the optimum MhlSE solution of the subband system. For conventional fullband equaliser, it is known that the equaliser's ability to combat IS1 is limited by the channel noise u[n] [l] . In reference to Fig. 1, a p plying the Wiener estimation of tlie transmitted signal u[n] based on the noisy measurement 4711, the optimal MMSE solution to w(n] is given by the Wiener filter in the frequency domain as [9] This assumes that u[n] and U [ . ] are statistically independent. In our notation, P,,(ej*) and P,,(eJ*) are the power spectral densities (PSDs) of u[n] and For the subband equaliser, we establish the hypothesis that aliased signal components can be treated as channel noise. In the kth subband, we adopt the model depicted in Fig. 4 . where i E W and Rc,k is the centre frequency of the passband of Hk(ej*).
Conversely, the source model fz,k[n] in the noise path represents the aliased parts of the kth analysis filter. The alias component can be expressed as ! extracting all the remaining spectral components in the stopband of Hk(dn). Having defined the quantities in Fig. 4 , we can show that the subband equaliser Wiener solution can be written in terms of (4) and (6) as
In order to reconstruct an equivalent fullband Wiener filter Wopt(eiR) from the K subband solutions I&kpt,k(ejn), the adders for the subband errors eg [m] in Fig. 2 are swapped with the linear synthesis filter bank, resulting in the fullband reconstruction model in 
Limitation due to Aliasing
The analytically derived Wiener solution defined in the previous section is compared with simulation results to observe the effect of aliasing. Computer simulations were based on the subband equaliser of Fig. 2 that utilised the LRlS algorithm for adaptation. Efficient oversampled GDFT modulated filter banks were employed for subband implementation 1111. The length of equaliser w[n] was selected sufficiently adequate to avoid limitations due to model truncation [12] .
We consider two scenarios, whereby no channel noise is added to isolated the limitations imposed by the subband structure. The first scenario consists of a channel impulse response defined by its z-transform Cl(z) = displayed in Fig. 7 where the subband edges are indicated by the vertical lines. where again the effect of regularisation due to aliasing can he observed on Wopt(eJn). Therefore, we have verified the validity of our hypothesis to treat aliasing as channel noise by comparing the simulated answers with the derived the Wiener solution for subband equalisers as discussed in Sec. 3.
Limitation due to Error in Power Complementarity
Non-perfect filter banks employed in subband systems will limit the steady-state performance of subband adaptive equalisation. If the alias level is suppressed below the channel spectral dynamic, an illustration of error in power complementarity limitation on achievable MMSE solution is shown in Fig. 8 (top) where WOpt(ejn) failed to compensate the distortion caused by channel Cl(z). For comparison the channel inverse is also plotted to indicate the optimum solution for the noiseless channel. There are obvious notches in the equaliser IV,,,(e~*) at the hand edges caused by the guard hands of the non-perfect filter banks. Note that simulation result W(ejn) compares favourably with the analytical derivation W,,,,(ejn). The spectral characteristic of the employed non-PR GDFT modulated filter banks is depicted in Fig. 8 (bottom). We established a hypothesis that the subband equaliser's performance is limited by aliasing in a way that noise would degrade its performance and derived the Wiener solution for such system. Results from both analytical derivation and computer simulation have verified t,his hypothesis. Aliasing can be considered equivalent to channel noise, which permits to quantify its effect on the optimum solution. In absence of channel noise, the alias level should be lower than the channel spectral dynamic. Nevertheless, in a real application, the equaliser would be prone to true channel noise and consequently the regularisation term would be influenced by both aliasing and noise. Therefore, as long as the alias level of the subband equaliser remains below the injected channel noise, no MMSE limitations of the subband equaliser with respect to a fullband system are incurred. Thus, when designing a subband equaliser it is important to select the filter banks sufficient with respect to the channel SNR. Vice versa, the filter design only has to be good enough and therefore can be traded-off for, for example, low delay properties.
Limitations on the steady state performance are also imposed by the use of non-PR filter banks. For the sake of completion, the effect of errors in power complemeutarity on the MMSE equaliser has been itlustrated in Sec. 5 where the results from both analytical derivation and simulation were plotted. Hence, the subband adaptive equaliser must employ PR or near-PR filter banks to ensure successful equalisation.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the optimum subband adaptive equaliser is limited by aliasing and errors in power complementarity. The former is due to decimation, which, as claimed in our hypothesis, can be assumed to be equivalent to channel noise. Simulation results confrmed the validity of this hypothesis by deriving the Wiener solution with a regularisation by aliasing. The use of PR filter banks is mandatory whilst the effect of aliasing should be minimised below the channel SNR in order to guarantee satisfactory performance of the subband system. This finding provides an important guideline for subband equaliser design with respect to achieving sufficient performance in a real situation.
